Reckless Bounty (Intergalactic Justice) (Volume 1)

Samantha Cassidy is a woman on a
mission--Tyler Cassidy is that mission.
Samantha Cassidy has her own unique
sense of justice as an intergalactic bounty
hunter. Shes a psychic in denial with
powers that sometimes have a way of
emerging without her permission. When
she learns that her estranged husband is
about to hang for a crime she is convinced
he didnt commit she races to save him
before its too late. The problem? Her old
lover, Lord Devlin wants to see Tyler hang
as he believes hes guilty of the crime. Now
she just has to figure out how shell clear
Tylers name without falling back in love
with Lord Devlin. Easy right? Wrong since
shes never fallen out of love with him.
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